
 

 
 

 

Gastonia Planning Commission 

Meeting Schedule 

January 3, 2019 
 

 

5:00 – 5:30  Dinner 

(City Hall – City Council Conference Room) 

 
 

5:30 – Until  Planning Commission Meeting 
(City Hall – City Council Chamber) 

 
 

  



All interested persons wishing to comment should appear at the public hearing. Individuals requiring 

special accommodations when attending this meeting and/or if this information is needed in an alternative 

format because of a disability, should contact the Human Resources Department, located in City Hall at 

181 S. South Street, telephone (704-866-6786), fax (704-836-0022) or by email: 

judys@cityofgastonia.com. The Human Resources Department requests at least 72 hours’ notice prior to 

the meeting to make the appropriate arrangements. 

Gastonia Planning Commission 
City Council Chamber, City Hall 

January 3, 2019 – 5:30 pm 
 

 

 

Item 1a:  Role Call / Sound Check 

 

Item 1b:  Calls/Contacts to Planning Commission Members  

 

Item 1c:  Approval of October 4, 2018 Minutes 

 

Item 2:  Public Hearing – JP Development Group LLC (File # 9135) Continued 

Subject hearing involves a request to rezone approximately 19.17 acres from RS-12 (Residential District, 

minimum 12,000 sq. ft. lots) to RS-8 CD (Residential Conditional District, minimum 8,000 sq. ft. lots).  

The subject property is located on the northwest corner at the intersection of Winterlake Drive and Elam 

Street.  The property is owned by Jerry M. Gunter Trust & Windley Family Trust. 

 

Staff Presentation:  Jana McMakin, AICP, Senior Planner 

 

Item 3:  Public Hearing – Duncan & Smith, LLC (File # 9145) 

Subject hearing involves a request to rezone approximately 5.65 acres (east side of Stroupe Road) and 

approximately 4.75 acres (west side of Stroupe Road) from RS-12 (Residential District, minimum 12,000 

sq. ft. lots) to RS-8 (Residential District, minimum 8,000 sq. ft. lots).  The subject property is located on 

the east and west side of Stroupe Road.  The property is owned by Duncan & Smith, LLC. 

 

Staff Presentation:  Jana McMakin, AICP, Senior Planner 

 

Item 4: Major Subdivision Preliminary Plat – Franklin Woods (File #9161) 

Request involves a Major Subdivision Preliminary Plat for a unified development to be known as 

Franklin Woods submitted by TIC Franklin.  The property is located on the south side of East Franklin 

Boulevard between Cox Road and Lineberger Road. 

 

Staff Presentation: Keith Lineberger, Land Development Project Manager 

 

Item 5:  Other Business 

 Update on Council Votes 

 Representative for January 22nd City Council Meeting (if needed) 
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Chairperson Pamela Goode declared a quorum and the Gastonia Planning Commission meeting 

opened at 5:28 pm on Thursday, October 4, 2018, in the Council Chambers at City Hall. 

 

Present: Commissioners Jerry Fleeman, Mark Epstein, Pamela Goode, Bob Cinq-Mars, Jim 

Stewart, and Bob Biggerstaff 

   

Absent:  Commissioners Kristie Ferguson and Rodney Armstrong 

 

Staff Members Present: Charles Graham, Assistant City Attorney; Jason Thompson, AICP, 

Planning Director; Jana McMakin, AICP, Senior Planner; Chrystal 

Howard, Secretary; Keith Lineberger, Land Development Project 

Manager; Tucker Johnson, PE, Assistant City Engineer; and Rusty Bost, 

PE, Director of Development Services 
 

Item 1a:  Role Call / Sound Check 

 

Item 1b:  Calls/Contacts to Planning Commission Members 

Commissioners stated there were no contacts. 

 

Item 2: Draft Residential Development Standards Amendments to Gastonia UDO 

Chairperson Goode opened the public hearing and recognized Jason Thompson, AICP, Planning 

Director for the purpose of staff presentation.  

 

Mr. Thompson thanked the Commissioners for being present this evening.  He stated the draft in 

the agenda is the first draft and it will be presented by Mr. Demetri Baches.  This draft is not in 

any particular format that would be added to the Unified Development Ordinance (UDO).   

 

Clarification occurred on the meeting formality, such as an open public hearing or work session. 

 

Mr. Baches began by briefly explaining why he was unable to attend the last scheduled workshop.  

Mr. Baches asked the Commissioners to think of the code as a collection of material scattered 

throughout an ordinance that addresses single family residential and assembled into a standalone 

document that addresses most issues.  Once the group agrees upon the changes, the next step is 

determine what to do with it such as reinsert, create a separate document referring to the ordinance, 

or make its own zoning classification.  Mr. Baches explained how single family residential became 

the focus for improvement.  The single family residential can be broken into three or four 

categories, SFR-1, SFR-2, SFR-3 and SFR-4.  For single family detached districts, Mr. Baches 

explained the districts residential density limit, excluding accessory dwellings and general 

requirements in the agenda.  

 

Commissioner Epstein mentioned tiny homes and Mr. Baches replied that it requires a deeper 

discussion than the Planning Commission involving Building Services Department, Public Works, 

Finance, and other city departments.  Zoning ordinances when rewritten are a big deal.  Working 

with just houses, how rear lanes and alleys fit, how wide lots can be when transitioning to an alley 

or rear lane are discussed in the ordinance.  The three classifications have minimum lot widths, so 

the rear lane discussion is included just in case of moving forward with this route and add another 

level of density.  Mr. Baches continued that uses allowed in the categories are a standard list.   

 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars commented that SFR-1, 1.5 unit/acres is 29,000 square feet and the lot 

size table is 10,000 – 20,000 square feet and Mr. Baches replied that these were gross not net.  

Clarification on gross and net residential density tables displayed.  Mr. Johnson explained that 

gross is the lot of land.  Mr. Bost gave an example of 4 units per acre was inclusive of open space 

and public right-of-way and the next table in the agenda was specific to individual lots.   

 

Commissioner Epstein asked why SFR-4 was not included in the table and Mr. Baches replied that 

the city does not currently have much of it, and to include it, involves a scope of work.   

 

Brief discussion ensued on communities that have mix of single family house, small apartments, 

duplexes, and triplexes.  Mr. Baches continued by explaining design requirements as presented in 

the agenda.  He commented on the underlined blank areas are an anticipation of areas plugging 

into what the city already has in the ordinance or that other sections may need to be modified.  He 

briefly talked about streets, alleys and blocks.  He mentioned how cul-de-sacs were considered 
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premium real estate, allowed, and resolved connectivity and topography.  The problem with cul-

de-sacs is that it costs the city a lot of money to have their entire community develop cul-de-sac 

communities.  Looping infrastructure is much better than dead end construction and transportation 

is important.  Reduce using cul-de-sacs as a marketing gimmick.  

 

Commissioner Epstein commented that language is pulled from an existing ordinance and collated 

in this draft and Mr. Baches stated some was pulled.  Clarification occurred on the recommendation 

for new language.  Mr. Baches reminded the Commission that this draft is the existing ordinance, 

other ordinances, and modified based on what he has seen and discussions in Gastonia.  This is the 

first take of the new version.   

 

Commissioner Epstein inquired about “close” or “eyebrow” cul-de-sacs.  Mr. Baches stated it was 

a much less asphalt intensive cul-de-sac.  A “close” is a long rectangular cul-de-sac with a green 

space instead of a big giant lollipop.  An “eyebrow” tapers off like a hammer head.   

 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars inquired about the 250 feet in length and Mr. Baches answered it 

becomes a long road that dead ends, cost infrastructure issue, circulation, pedestrian, and 

maintenance connections.   

 

Brief discussion ensued on fire hydrant spacing and fire truck access.  Mr. Baches continued his 

presentation explaining lots less than 50 feet in width and rear alley access.  Mr. Thompson stated 

they are hearing a lot of problems from an operation perspective and this is getting to a point where 

we have residential development rules and regulations.  Commission Stewart commented that fire 

trucks are used as first responders and not only fires.  

 

Commissioner Fleeman asked what will be done about separate pieces of property under separate 

ownership and terminating a street connection on a temporary basis.  He asked how it would be 

enforced on the next person on the next piece of property to design back to the existing.  Mr. 

Thompson answered that this is already done for nonresidential development and gave an example.  

Ms. McMakin commented she has heard and seen in subdivisions where it will connect a sign that 

will state this is intended to connect.  Brief discussion ensued on cul-de-sacs, plans on street 

connections and design of streets and curbs.   

 

Mr. Baches continued with his presentation explaining design requirements as presented in the 

agenda.  He mentioned a note he had on width of lot and whether it is serviced or not from the 

back/rear.  He stated this was the shadow residential zone, 50 ft. or less, the higher density not 

currently listed as a single family residential.  Allowing the density wanted and maintaining 

character of value when driving down the street eliminating the driveways and allows continuous 

lawns.  Mr. Baches commented on garages used as storage, and garage fronts with a small door.   

 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars inquired about the use of crawl-space construction techniques in 

detached residential structures and professional landscape design required to meet this 

characteristic of site development.  Mr. Baches explained crawlspace, slab on grade and the value 

component of both allowing the betterment of the community overall.   Brief discussion ensued on 

the comfort of a house built on top of a crawlspace and a slab.  Commissioner Stewart explained 

some possible building code issues.  Commissioner Cinq-Mars mentioned basements to consider.  

Mr. Baches reminded the Commissioners this is regarding new homes going into green filled sites.   

 

Ms. McMakin inquired how other communities in North Carolina, due to the state statute that has 

taken local government ability away for certain standards, dealt with the lobbying that restricts 

from placing architectural requirements on houses.  It’s important on considering when and how 

the term “shall” or “should” is used.  Mr. Baches said they are making everything conditional use 

and this was a path discouraged.  

 

Mr. Baches commented that visibility and aggressiveness of the garage was what destroys a 

neighborhood.  Recent housings are a house attached to a garage, and the privacy of the garage 

and its location is everything.  Mr. Baches replied moving the garage further back to provide 

emergency vehicles enough space to get on the property seems to be a full proof method dictating 

the floor plan of the house.  From a legislative point of view, the authority granted to municipalities 

by the state and federal government is the health, safety, and welfare, and zoning regulations are 

provided to ensure these concerns.    
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Commissioner Fleeman mentioned boomers aging and accessibility issues need addressed.  A 

concern of his was rising a house 4 feet bring about two ramps with a 5 by 5 landing resulting in 

a dominant feature of the front porch.  He stated to be careful with using the term “shall” such as 

with a crawlspace.  Mr. Baches commented instead of talking about crawlspace, the house must 

be raised in accessibility to it and must be provided from side or rear.  A single family home is not 

required to have handicap accessibility from a legal point of view, but from a market point of view 

it is critical.   

 

Mr. Baches continued with his presentation on standard encroachment in setbacks and attached 

housing.  Commissioner Stewart stated he was concerned about the steps and overhangs coming 

out into the encroachment as shown on slide 15.  Brief discussion ensued on setback encroachment.  

Commissioner Stewart inquired about street trees and the interference with a house.  Mr. 

Thompson stated this concern can be worked out with species selection, and developments are 

setup to work well with this configuration.   

 

Commissioner Epstein read Groups of attached house buildings that are not integrated into a 

pedestrian oriented mixed-use urban pattern shall not be permitted within Gastonia and requested 

a visual of this type of attached housing that would be in a mixed use pattern.  Mr. Baches 

mentioned high density residential neighborhoods have no relationship to anything around them.  

Commissioner Epstein inquired about little infill and having provisions for high quality infill 

development.  Mr. Baches replied that this relates in infill zoning.  Brief discussion ensued on the 

use of the word, shall.   

 

Mr. Baches continued with off-street and on-street parking and impacting how homes are built 

with placement of the garage on low density lots, high density lots, and front or side entry parking 

on high density lots pushing the garage behind the front of the house.  Commissioner Cinq-Mars 

stated there was no mention of basement.  Mr. Baches stated the issue is the first floor elevation 

of the house above grade that needs raised and then continued with this presentation.  

Commissioner Epstein talked about conditional use permits possibly becoming problematic after 

ten or more years.  He continued that the Planning Commission has taken a stand of trying to 

gravitate away from conditional use.  Commissioner Epstein asked how the city will make a 

developer go conditional use.  Mr. Thompson replied it is about the setup on how different land 

uses are permitted.  This is part of the decision to make in this process.  If certain standards are 

good then these may become by-right.  In situations without authority or ability to apply enough 

standards, theses may become conditional.  Mr. Thompson shared a couple of conversations he 

has had with developers.  Commissioner Epstein commented that the hammer held over the head 

of developers to discourage and use general rezoning is the political side.  Mr. Baches commented 

that most zonings are inadequate to secure good outcomes and briefly explained.  Commissioner 

Epstein commented to include as much as legally allowable into the zoning ordinance and not 

withhold as a wish list for conditional use.  Mr. Thompson commented that homebuilders would 

agree based on previous conversations.  Mr. Baches stated making it standard zoning could fix 

this.  It is a health, safety, emergency access issue and allows the city to control some building 

placement a bit.   

 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars inquired about Robinwood Village and if the homes are attached or 

detached, because there was a parking issue.  Mr. Thompson thought that these are Ryan Homes 

townhomes and he continued to expect to see more.  Mr. Baches commented how Gastonia is in 

Charlotte’s next big wave.  For the attached and draft, this would be the SF-4.  Mr. Baches stated 

it sounded like SF-4 should be added into the draft being careful on how they address this issue.   

 

Mr. Johnson inquired about home builders buying into this process for development or staying in 

the county and a continued trend of voluntary annexation.  Mr. Baches replied that developers will 

build in both and what is being discussed at the low density level is better streets and more open 

space.  The infill and pressure to do so will be much greater and impactful than the county version.  

Most developers want to be closer to jobs, employment, and retail.  Mr. Baches continued that 

voluntary annexation will continue to happen and it will be built better with more incentive for 

people to come into town.  This will also increase the amount of smaller builders in the builder 

eco system.  Brief discussion ensued on redevelopment and annexation.  Mr. Baches continued 

with his presentation on uses with additional standards section.  He commented that number seven 

could be problematic.  Commissioner Epstein asked about the language for development standards 

that is justified through safety and emergency vehicles.  Mr. Baches stated this is where it is being 

pushed and determining how far to go, and currently there isn’t one.  Mr. Thompson commented 
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on the problem of navigating around legislation.  Brief explanation occurred on accessory 

buildings already regulated in the ordinance.  Commissioner Stewart inquired about defining 

standards and visual standards of the community to an owner.  Mr. Thompson stated the goal in 

interpreting standards that deal with form is removing subjectivity and be very plain about what is 

seen.   

 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars inquired about Home Occupations (A)(5) and parking a vehicle at the 

owner’s residence that displays their company.  Mr. Baches stated this is a decision for the board 

to make on whether or not to allow it to happen.  He added this section because they become a 

problem at higher densities.  Ms. McMakin stated some uses may already have regulations and 

revisions may be an option.  Brief discussion ensued on parking in streets and code enforcement.   

 

Mr. Baches continued with his presentation at streets and associated infrastructure standards.  

These are minimal items that would happen in a green filled site, such as an annexation into the 

city and large lot subdivision.  Streets shall be interconnected, pedestrian scaled, bordered by 

sidewalks, have street trees, public streets, private street permitted, orientation of buildings face 

street, and street lighting depends on the type of street.  Commissioner Epstein commented on 

minimum width of five feet on both sides of the street.  He mentioned a previous item presented 

to the Commission regarding a developer that wanted a sidewalk on one side and have the 

ordinance changed for the entire city.  Mr. Thompson followed up stating the development team 

informed him that they did not have a problem with sidewalk on both sides.  Staff continues to 

work with the developer and they are developing that project with sidewalks on both sides.  Mr. 

Baches commented that low density large lots may not need to have sidewalks.  In regular 

subdivisions sidewalks are always needed.  The only reason someone would not build a sidewalk 

is because they are poor developers and do not understand how to do the numbers right.  There is 

no place that has overregulated itself to eliminate development.  It becomes more development 

crazy and becomes too expensive to live there.  No zoning regulations have ever stopped 

development from occurring.  Commissioner Epstein thanked him.   

 

Commissioner Stewart reminded the Commission not to forget about affordable housing.  Mr. 

Baches stated to make sure the overall zoning ordinance focuses on affordability and how to 

maintain it.  Some of this is policy.   

 

Brief discussion ensued on the grammar of the unified development ordinance. 

 

Mr. Johnson asked Mr. Baches where he would allow a private street because this has been 

problematic in the past.  Mr. Baches stated that the city would allow it for unique circumstances 

such as when a developer is doing a project that has a density with a requirement of the 

infrastructure higher than what would be maintained by the city.  Brief discussion ensued.  Mr. 

Bost explained the unique situation with Heatherlock.  A very high density project looking to do 

something extra ordinary might be a private street situation, or a very large luxury green field.  

Commissioner Cinq-Mars inquired about the back side of houses with an alley as a private street.  

Mr. Baches answered if the developer wants it private, then it is private.  

 

Commissioner Fleeman read a portion from Design speeds on page 31, Design speeds shall not 

exceed 30 miles per hour on any neighborhood, mixed-use and/or non-residential street.  

Petitioners for acceptance by the city for public maintenance shall include a request for 

designation of not more than 25 miles per hour.  He commented that a lot cannot be sold off a 

street that has not been accepted by the City of Gastonia and stated he was a little confused.  He 

repeated watching the language and be very clear.  Mr. Baches stated the last piece needs to clarify 

private versus public.   

 

Mr. Baches continued with his presentation on street sections; yield movement, slow movement, 

and free movement.  The decision would be based on the density of housing built around it. 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars asked about a boulevard with an island in the middle and Mr. Baches 

answered that this is possible for a large subdivision.  Commissioner Epstein asked if he was 

suggesting a provision for each of these depending on the type of development and Mr. Baches 

agreed.  Commissioner Epstein stated that the ordinance would require one versus the other 

depending on other criteria that is in the development.  Commissioner Epstein asked if the data 

shared about the least to most safe types of streets will be part of the public presentation and Mr. 

Baches stated he would.  Commissioner Epstein inquired about hybrid streets, elephant ears, for 

consideration and Mr. Baches answered that it should be considered and that these are expensive 
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streets.  Brief comparison occurred on existing streets within the city limits and the three types of 

streets.  Mr. Baches commented that a typical subdivision street curb to curb averages over 40 feet.  

Mr. Johnson commented that a normal street in a subdivision is 28 feet back to back, (12 feet each 

direction with 2 feet roll curb on each side) and this was parking, lane, lane, and parking.  The 

collection street is 33 feet back to back.  Rolled and vertical curb was briefly explained and 

determined to have this stipulated in this ordinance.  Commissioner Epstein restated what Mr. 

Johnson stated, as well as the types of streets being suggested.  Mr. Thompson commented that a 

key component is making sure of correct width street and infrastructure with the appropriate lot 

sizes, widths, setbacks, vehicular access locations in alleys and back roads.  He continued that the 

appropriate street cross section needs to correspond with the density of the development.  

Commissioner Fleeman stated he is at a loss with some of these street sections.  Streetscape is 

typically around 38 feet on the charts.  The front setback are from 40 feet to 15 feet.  Mr. Baches 

replied that there is a rear lane in the back, wet in the front and dry in the back or vice-versa.  He 

commented this would be a complete change of habits.  Commissioner Fleeman stated they are 

legislating utilities in the back and Mr. Baches replied eventually and utility boxes are best placed 

as well.  When developing at this density with rear lanes, utilities will be through the rear lanes.  

Commissioner Fleeman asked about the utility easement and if it was still in the front yard allowing 

encroachment into the setback.  Mr. Thompson stated that it sounds as if there may be an 

inconsistency with the way the proposal is currently written.  Commissioner Stewart inquired 

about an easement in between two back yards without a drive lane.  Mr. Lineberger commented 

that this may involve taking out fencing and trees.  Mr. Baches stated the double language will be 

removed.  Brief discussion ensued on utilities in the rear.  

 

Mr. Baches finished his presentation on open space categorized by size.  Open space types include 

Squares, Parks, Forecourts, Plazas, Greenways, and Natural and Agricultural and briefly reviewed.  

Mr. Thompson commented that this is an upgrade from what is currently in the ordinance because 

it is for the most part vague about the requirements.  He commented that he thinks staff and the 

development community will likely see this as an improvement because it is clear standards.   

 

Commissioner Epstein inquired about the action plan.  Mr. Thompson answered that he was 

making notes of every concern raised or anything that may be problematic.  Mr. Thompson 

provided options to continue the discussion this evening and/or email any additional comments or 

concerns.  Staff will compile everything and edit as necessary.   

 

Commissioner Cinq-Mars stated he had a problem with how unusable land is assigned for credit 

as open space.  Mr. Baches replied that this would not be the case anymore and Mr. Thompson 

replied that this was changed a long time ago.   

 

Commissioner Epstein asked to resend the draft along with the off-street and on-street parking 

provided in blue and red and include some of the changes that Commissioners have a consensus 

on.  Mr. Baches replied that he will wait a few weeks to allow everyone time to think about this 

some more. 

 

Mr. Bost commented about receiving better actionable input in this process, so this will be broken 

up into three parts; people that build, people that own, people that live in the neighborhoods.  Mr. 

Johnson is working with all the city departments.  Homeowner associations are a good resource 

for the city for input on what they have to deal with on a daily basis within a neighborhood.  Mr. 

Bost will meet with the Gaston County Home Builders Association who merged with Charlotte 

Mecklenburg Home Builders Association bringing local and multi-use feedback.   He will also 

talk to local builders and developers in Gaston County.  Staff is reaching out to the community.  

 

Commissioner Epstein requested adding the fourth category in the revised draft and highlighting 

it with a different font color and labeling it as provisional.   

 

Commissioner Fleeman suggested the idea of an amendment to the 2025 Comprehensive Plan.  

Mr. Thompson stated he will provide him with what is currently in the plan.  He stated that this 

can be discussed further. 

 

Commissioner Stewart requested a visual of lot sizes shown as described to scale with dimensions, 

as well as, easements for each classification.  Mr. Bost reminded the Commissioners of the 

flexibility this draft will allow.  
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Item 3: Other Business 

There being no further business, Commissioner Goode adjourned the meeting at 7:42 p.m. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

 

  

Chrystal Howard, Secretary  Pam Goode, Chairperson 



 

PUBLIC HEARING 

STAFF REPORT 

File # 9135 

GPC Hearing Date Continued:  January 3, 2019 

 

 

OWNER: Jerry M. Gunter Trust & Windley Family Trust 

 

APPLICANT: JP Development Group, LLC 

 

PROPOSED ZONING ACTION: RS-12 to RS-8 CD  

 

LOCATION: Located on the northwest corner of Winterlake 

Drive & Elam Street 

   

TRACT SIZE:     Approximately 19.17 acres 

 

WARD:     3 

 

EVALUATION: 

 

Site Description and Background 

The subject property for this zoning request is comprised of nine (9) tax parcels totaling 

approximately 19.17 acres located on the northwest corner at the intersection of Winterlake 

Drive and Elam Street.  The property is currently vacant and wooded with streams and a pond.  

 

The applicant has submitted a request to rezone from RS-12 (Residential District, minimum 

12,000 sq. ft. lots) to RS-8 CD (Residential Conditional District, minimum 8,000 sq. ft. lots) for 

a single-family detached subdivision with maximum 51 lots.  The applicant has submitted a site 

plan showing the subdivision layout (see attached).  The applicant has also submitted various 

ranch and two-story elevations that could be offered in the subdivision (see attached) as well as 

architectural standards listed as proposed zoning condition number two (2) listed below that 

would be used to review the specific elevation submitted with the building permit. 

 

The following are the zoning conditions agreed to by the applicant: 

 

1. The project shall be developed in conformance with the site plan. 

2. The final architectural elevations of homes submitted with building permit must: 

a. be generally consistent with the attached representatives of models to be offered 

submitted by the applicant and; 

b. meet the following architectural standards submitted by the applicant: 

i. 2 story and ranch story houses are permissible in the development 

ii. All houses shall have covered front entries  

iii. Minimum 6: 12 roof pitch on the main home roof 

iv. Front elevation windows with styled grids 

v. Each elevation will have at least (2) of the following exterior finishes 

(Siding, Brick, Stone, Shake, Board & Batten, Stucco) 

vi. Architectural design elements will be specific to each elevation, and will 

include but not be limited to:  Roof Gables, Dormers, Covered Porches, 

Decorative Porch Posts, Bay Windows, Shutters, Window Pediments, 

Roof Brows, Roof Return 

vii. Garage doors will have raised panels 

viii. Maximum building height shall be 3 stories not counting a basement  

ix. Other future elevations will be introduced creating additional diversity. 

The intent of the owner shall be to evolve the designs to meet market 

demand. 

3. Additional elevations not submitted as part of this conditional rezoning request must be 

approved by the Planning Department. 

4. All other specifications and general provisions shall be met as required by the City of 

Gastonia Unified Development Ordinance. 

5. In no instance shall the zoning conditions exempt a project from other development 

requirements. 
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Previous approvals for residential subdivisions have included additional architectural standards 

such as:  All front entry doors shall include side lights and/ or transom windows; Architectural 

shingles on all roofs, returns, eyebrows; Minimum 8" roof overhang on all houses (front, sides 

and rear elevations); No all vinyl siding front elevations allowed; Each elevation will have an 

alternate gable or dormers.  

 

Adjoining Properties and Land Use Trends 

All adjoining properties are zoned RS-12 with exception of the C-3 CD (General Commercial 

Conditional District) zoned parcel to the northwest.  Other surrounding properties include First 

Free Will Baptist Church and single-family residential use in the Robinson Heights and Shannon 

neighborhoods. 

 

Public Facilities 

Public water and sewer extensions will been required to serve the site.  If the request is approved, 

as part of the major subdivision process, Winterlake Drive and Elam Street would be improved 

with street trees, curb, gutter, and a 4 ft. sidewalk along the road frontage. 

 

Consistency with Adopted Plans 

The Future Land Use Map in the 2025 Comprehensive Plan indicates residential for the subject 

property and surrounding properties.   

 

Conclusion 

The request is for a rezoning to the RS-8 CD district for a total of 51 lots.  The existing natural 

features and pond on the property prevent development and driveways along the Winterlake 

Drive frontage with the exception of one to two lots.  The lots that are showing direct access to 

Elam Street and Winterlake Drive are at least 10,000 sq. ft. The applicant has shown that the lots 

will meet the RS-8 standards which include the same 30 ft. front and 30 ft. rear setback as RS-12 

lots.  The side setbacks in RS-8 are 8 ft. (rather than 12 ft.).  The conditional district also 

includes additional conditions submitted by the applicant that will be used during building permit 

review.  If approved, the project would be subject to all applicable provisions of the Unified 

Development Ordinance (UDO), the included site plan, architectural model/elevations, and the 

zoning conditions as set forth in this report.  Staff recommends that the request be approved 

as presented. 

 

The Planning Commission continued the Public Hearing until the January 3, 2019 

Planning Commission meeting.  Due to the holidays, staff did not receive a revised site plan 

(including additional conditions listed on the site plan – see attached) until the morning of 

agenda packet printing.  Therefore, staff will be reviewing these modifications and will 

distribute a complete listing of proposed conditions at the Public Hearing.   

 

 

_________________________ 

Jana McMakin, AICP 

Senior Planner 

 

 

Statement of consistency and reasonableness (motion to approve): The proposed rezoning is 

consistent with the 2025 Comprehensive Plan, the existing residential zoning of the property, and 

the architectural standards and materials is in harmony with the current residential zoning and 

development surrounding the subject property.  Therefore, the Planning Commission considers an 

affirmative vote to be reasonable and in the public interest. 

 

Statement of consistency and reasonableness (motion to deny):  The proposed rezoning is 

inconsistent with the surrounding property, therefore the Planning Commission considers an 

affirmative vote to not be reasonable and not in the public interest. 
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I, _________________________, hereby certify that all mail notices, in the absence of
fraud, were mailed to all affected and adjoining property owners on ___________, 2018.

Application
#9135 Planning Department

1 : 3,600
1 inch represents 300 feet
Plot Date: November 16, 2018

Subject Property

Note: For a complete elaboration of zoning classifications,
see the Unified Development Ordinance or contact the 
City of Gastonia Planning Department at (704) 854-6652.

City Limit
Roads
Streams
Buildings
Parcels

AP    Airport

PD IRD  Planned District Infill Res Devt
PD PRD  Planned District Planned Res Devt
PD PUD  Planned District Planned Unit Devt
PD TND  Planned Dist Traditional Neighborhood Devt

C-1   Light Commercial
C-2   Highway Commercial
C-3   General Commercial
CBD Central Business District
I-U   Urban Industrial
I-1   Light Industrial 
I-2  General Industrial
O-1   Office
OLC Office/Light Commercial 
O-M   Medical Office

RLD  Residential Low Density
RS-12  Residential 12000sqft lots
RS-8  Residential 8000sqft per lot
R-A   Rural Agricultural
RMF   Residential Multi-Family District
SP   State Park District
TMU  Transitional Mixed Use
UMU  Urban Mixed Use District
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RS-12 CD
8163

C-3 CD
357-99

C-1

C-2 CD
8247

OLC

O-M CD
227-97

C-2

O-1

RS-12

Applicant:  JP Development Group, LLC
Owner: Jerry M Gunter Trust 
             & Windley Family Trust
Planning Comm Hearing:  Dec. 6, 2018
Request: RS-12 to RS-8 CD
Ward: 3
Tract Size:  19.17 acres total
Parcel ID #: 139998, 139999, 140000,
                    140001, 140013,140014,
                    140015, 140016, 140017

1.  DARRELL B WILLIAMS REV TRUST
2.  MABEE BENTLEY W & MABEE CAROL K
3.  PADGETT HERBERT W & PADGETT KATHLEEN
4.  SAMUELS STEVE & SAMUELS COLLEEN
5.  EPSTEIN MARK E & EPSTEIN JANET G
6.  WINDLEY WALTER H III & WINDLEY DEBRA R
7.  HURLEY CHRYSTIE M
8.  SALSBURG ROBERT E & SALSBURG HELEN S
9.  HAMM GREGORY ALAN & HAMM GAIL A
10. WRAY DIANE
11. CREASMAN DARRELL L & CREASMAN JENNIFER W
12. TODD GERALD M & TODD LYNN D
13. WOOTEN MARY THOMAS
14. PIERCZYNSKI JOHN PETER & PIERCZYNSKI HEATHER
15. MCADORY-BROWN JUDITH L
16. HOUGH JAMES GARRY & HOUGH CATHY L
17. HOUGH JAMES GARRY & HOUGH CATHY L
18. QUEEN HILDA MAUNEY
19. QUEEN HILDA
20. HOWE DAVID M
21. NEAL JASON D & NEAL SHARON H
22. SMITH TERRY H
23. YOAKUM PAUL MARTIN
24. ARMSTRONG RAY & ARMSTRONG FLORA V
25. SHOPE HOWARD G
26. FIRST FREE WILL BAPTIST      *
27. PS NC I LP
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Eastwood Homes continuously strives to improve our product; therefore, we reserve the right to change, modify, or revise architectural details and 
designs without notice. Our brochures and images are for illustration only, are not drawn to scale, and may include optional features that vary by 
community. Room dimensions are approximate. Please see contract for additional details. 7046 Wilmington 09/2018

The  Wilmington
4 Bed/ 2.5 Bath

Front Entry Garage

Elevation C

Elevation A

Elevation B

Elevation D Elevation E

Elevation F
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The Alexandria
3 Bed/ 2.5 Bath

2 Car Front Entry Garage on Slab Foundation

Eastwood Homes continuously strives to improve our product; therefore, we reserve the right to change, modify, or revise architectural details and 
designs without notice. Our brochures and images are for illustration only, are not drawn to scale, and may include optional features that vary by 
community. Room dimensions are approximate. Please see contract for additional details. 7615 Alexandria 06/2018

Elevation D

Elevation A

Elevation B Elevation C Elevation E
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Eastwood Homes continuously strives to improve our product; therefore, we reserve the right to change, modify, or revise architectural details and 
designs without notice. Our brochures and images are for illustration only, are not drawn to scale, and may include optional features that vary by 
community. Room dimensions are approximate. Please see contract for additional details. 7044 Avery 06/2018

The Avery
3 Bed/ 2 Bath

2 Car Front Entry Garage on Slab Foundation

Elevation B

Elevation C Elevation E Elevation F

Elevation A

Elevation D
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Eastwood Homes continuously strives to improve our product; therefore, we reserve the right to change, modify, or revise architectural details and 
designs without notice. Our brochures and images are for illustration only, are not drawn to scale, and may include optional features that vary by 
community. Room dimensions are approximate. Please see contract for additional details. 7014 Caldwell 10/2018

The Caldwell
3 Bed/ 2 Bath

Elevation BElevation A

Front Entry Garage on Slab Foundation

Elevation F

Elevation A

Elevation B

Elevation C Elevation EElevation D
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v
7108

12/2015

Cypress III
5 Bed/ 3 Bath

2 Car Front Entry Garage 

Elevation E

Elevation DElevation C

Elevation F

Elevation I

Elevation H

Elevation G
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v

Rear Elevation
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The Davidson
5 Bed/ 3 Bath

Elevation BElevation A

v
7103

11/2017

*SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL DORMERS

Elevation F

Elevation DElevation CElevation E

Elevation B

Elevation A

2 Car Front Entry Garage
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The Fenwick
3 Bed/ 2 Bath

2 Car Front Entry Garage

Eastwood Homes continuously strives to improve our product; therefore, we reserve the right to change, modify, or revise architectural details and 
designs without notice. Our brochures and images are for illustration only, are not drawn to scale, and may include optional features that vary by 
community. Room dimensions are approximate. Please see contract for additional details. 7601 Fenwick 06/2018

Elevation B

Elevation A Elevation C
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The Hamilton
3 Bed/ 2.5 Bath

2 Car Front Entry Garage on Slab Foundation

Eastwood Homes continuously strives to improve our product; therefore, we reserve the right to change, modify, or revise architectural details and 
designs without notice. Our brochures and images are for illustration only, are not drawn to scale, and may include optional features that vary by 
community. Room dimensions are approximate. Please see contract for additional details. 7047 Hamilton 06/2018

Elevation E

Elevation C

Elevation D

Elevation F Elevation A Elevation B
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09/2017

2 Car Front Entry Garage 
3 Bed/ 2.5 Bath

Elevation F

Elevation GElevation D

Elevation BElevation A

Elevation EElevation C
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PUBLIC HEARING 

STAFF REPORT 

File # 9145 

GPC Hearing Date:  January 3, 2019 

 

 

OWNER: Duncan & Smith, LLC 

 

APPLICANT: Same 

 

PROPOSED ZONING ACTION: RS-12 to RS-8  

 

LOCATION: Located on the east and west side of Stroupe Road 

   

TRACT SIZE:     Approximately 10.4 acres to be rezoned 

 

WARD:     1 

 

EVALUATION: 

 

Site Description and Background 

The subject property is located on the east and west side of Stroupe Road.  The applicant 

originally went through the Planning Commission on January 5, 2017 for a preliminary plat 

approval of 58 single-family lots known as Cramer Estates under the current RS-12 zoning 

(parcel numbers 149235 and 149236). 

 

The subject property for this zoning request is approximately 10.4 acres located on the east side 

(5.65 acres) and west side (4.75 acres) of Stroupe Road that would be included in the subdivision 

with RS-8 lots.  The property on the east side is located east of the creek and is adjacent to the 

Catawba Hills subdivision.  The property on the west side is located in the southwest corner and 

is across from the Catawba Hills entrance.  Therefore, the applicant has submitted a request to 

rezone to RS-8 (Residential District, minimum 8,000 sq. ft. lots) for a portion of the future 

subdivision.  The applicant has submitted a survey showing the proposed zoning lines. 

 

Adjoining Properties and Land Use Trends 

All adjoining properties are zoned residential and are residential uses.  Catawba Hills is located 

to the south and is zoned PD-PRD (Planned Development-Planned Residential Development).  

The remaining surrounding property is comprised of larger lots zoned RS-12. 

 

Public Facilities 

Public water and sewer extensions will been required to serve the site.  

 

Consistency with Adopted Plans 

The Future Land Use Map in the 2025 Comprehensive Plan indicates residential for the subject 

property and surrounding properties.   

 

Conclusion 

The request is for a rezoning to the RS-8 district to develop a portion of a future subdivision to 

offer lots that meet the RS-8 standards as well as lots that meet the RS-12 standards.  The 

applicant will have to go through the major subdivision process showing that the resultant lots 

will meet the RS-8 standards, which include the same 30 ft. front and 30 ft. rear setback as RS-

12 lots.  The side setbacks would be reduced from 12 ft. to 8 ft.  The lot width would be reduced 

from 90 ft. to 60 ft. The applicant has proposed a limited area of RS-8 zoning on the east and 

west side of Stroupe Road with the remainder of the property to be developed as RS-12.  The 

proposed RS-8 areas are in close proximity to the Catawba Hills subdivision with single-family 

lots smaller than 8,000 sq. ft.  Staff recommends that the request be approved as presented. 

 

 

_________________________ 

Jana McMakin, AICP 

Senior Planner 
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Statement of consistency and reasonableness (motion to approve): The proposed zoning is 

consistent with the 2025 Comprehensive Plan and will result in the potential development of lots 

and homes that are in keeping with the already established dimensional standards of previously 

developed areas adjacent to and close proximity to the subject property.  The Planning Commission 

considers an affirmative vote to be reasonable and in the public’s interest. 

 

Statement of consistency and reasonableness (motion to deny):  The proposed rezoning is 

inconsistent with some of the surrounding property along Stroupe Road, therefore the Planning 

Commission considers an affirmative vote to not be reasonable and not in the public interest. 
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I, _________________________, hereby certify that all mail notices, in the absence of
fraud, were mailed to all affected and adjoining property owners on ___________, 2018.

Application
#9145 Planning Department

1 : 3,600
1 inch represents 300 feet
Plot Date: December 20, 2018

Subject Property

Note: For a complete elaboration of zoning classifications,
see the Unified Development Ordinance or contact the 
City of Gastonia Planning Department at (704) 854-6652.

AP    Airport

PD IRD  Planned District Infill Res Devt
PD PRD  Planned District Planned Res Devt
PD PUD  Planned District Planned Unit Devt
PD TND  Planned Dist Traditional Neighborhood Devt

C-1   Light Commercial
C-2   Highway Commercial
C-3   General Commercial
CBD Central Business District
I-U   Urban Industrial
I-1   Light Industrial 
I-2  General Industrial
O-1   Office
OLC Office/Light Commercial 
O-M   Medical Office

RLD  Residential Low Density
RS-12  Residential 12000sqft lots
RS-8  Residential 8000sqft per lot
R-A   Rural Agricultural
RMF   Residential Multi-Family District
SP   State Park District
TMU  Transitional Mixed Use
UMU  Urban Mixed Use District

Applicant:  Tony Duncan
Owner:  Duncan & Smith LLC
Planning Comm Hearing: Jan. 3, 2019
Request: RS-12 to RS-8
Ward: 1
Overall Tract Size: 24.88 acres
Parcel ID #: 149235
Tract Size to be rezoned: 4.75 acres
Parcel ID #:  149236
Tract Size to be rezoned: 5.65 acres

Legend
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1.   LANIER THOMAS S & LANIER JOAN H 

2.   SPURRIER GRACE STILL  

3.   KELCHNER JANET WINSLOW & KELCHNER THOMAS ALLEN 

4.   LUCAS KENNETH B JR  

5.   REID TYRA GOODSON & REID JOSEPH DALE 

6.   ESHUN EUNICE KORKOR  

7.   WYATT CHRISTOPHER SCOTT & WYATT SHANA RENEE 

8.   WILLIAMS JAMES M  

9.   DODSON DAVID A  

10.  ALONSO MARIA  

11.  OLASKOWITZ AMPARO & OTHERS  

12.  LU BRYANT D & LUONG KRISTY N 

13.  MONTELEONE SETH CARLOTN & MONTELEONE NICOLE JO 

14.  SPARGO ALLISON T  

15.  ELOISA TARUC REVOCABLE TRUST  

16.  TRUE HOMES LLC  

17.  CATAWBA HILLS HOMEOWNERS ASSOC  

18.  TRUE HOMES LLC  

19.  F AND S RAFIDI LIVING TRUST  

20.  DIXON ANGELA DENISE  

21.  MARK KENNENTH STEINFIELD LV TR  

22.  KOVALESKY ROBERT  

23.  ROSAS ANTHONY W & ROSAS NICOLE D 

24.  TURGEON JOHN RICHARD  

25.  REED TIMOTHY J & REED JENNIFER L 

26.  WONG GREGORY H  

27.  PHILLIPS MARIANNE & PHILLIPS SCOTT 

28.  CAROY ANGELICA & HUSBAND & GIDEON CAROY 

29.  MATHIS ROGER E & MATHIS BRANDY S 

30.  ERIC W MEBANE LIVING TRUST C/O DONALD FERGUSON 

31.  PROGRESS RES 2015-2 BORROWER  

32.  LOYD LEVANCE & LOYD OLLIE B 

33.  AMH 2015-2 BORROWER LLC C/O AMERICAN HOMES 4 RENT 

34.  BROWN KEVIN J  

35.  DUNCAN & SMITH LLC  

36.  FALLS MONTEY D & FALLS TONYA S 

37.  GINGLES ROBERT L  

38.  WATSON JAMES THEODORE  

39.  GRIER VAN JEFFREY  

40.  GRIER JAMES EDWARD  

41.  VERSEY SHERRY G  

42.  ROBBINS LILLIAN  
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THIS DRAWING AND ASSOCIATED .DWG FILES ARE THE PROPERTY OF BLUEWATER CIVIL DESIGN, PLLC AND SHALL NOT BE MODIFIED, USED, OR REPRODUCED IN ANY WAY OTHER THAN AUTHORIZED IN WRITING.  © 2018 BLUEWATER CIVIL DESIGN, PLLC
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EXISTING PARCEL INFORMATION
PARCEL NUMBER: 223334
OWNER: PEARL BRITTAIN, INC. & OTHERS
DEED BOOK: 4962  PAGE: 1126
CITY: GASTONIA
COUNTY: GASTON
STATE: NORTH CAROLINA
ZONING DISTRICT C-2 CD

12-21-2018 REVISED PER COMMENTSB

CURVE RADIUS ARC LENGTH CHORD LENGTH CHORD BEARING
C1  49.50'              35.81'                  35.03'  S 59° 36' 24" E
C2  49.50'              45.21'                  43.66'  S 37° 56' 09" E
C3  49.50'              46.45'                  44.76'  S 17° 12' 46" E
C4  49.50'              45.02'                  43.48'  S 35° 43' 29" E
C5  49.50'              41.95'                  40.70'  S 14° 36' 24" E
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